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Law no 11/2010 about cultural heritage includes the regulation about authorization, ownership, discovery, protection and maintenance, management, utilization, and criminal provision. Component which is linked with the law protection towards cultural building is sufficient. Therefore, the effort to maintain the cultural building by implementing this constitution is needed. The proposition in this research is how to explain the implementation of the cultural heritage constitution towards historic cultural building at Bandar Lampung city, and also what is the law protection.

This research is an empirical law research with a constitutional approach. This research uses a primarily and secondary data which comperhends primarily, secondary, and tertiarily law. The writer uses document study method. The data analisis uses inductif method.

The result and the discussion explains the implementation of law no 11/2010 on cultural heritage towards the historic cultural building at Bandar Lampung city is sentralized and there is still no further local goverment regulation. Despite of the incompatibility of each party’s opinion, authority, necessity and the involved actor strategy on the maintenance of historic cultural building in the constitution is already clear. Nevertheless, the society still has no intention to fathom the matter. The main obstacle for the Cultural and Tourism Departement of Bandar Lampung City is the cultural historic building still privat owned, moreover there is still lack of awarness about the importance of cultural values of the historic cultural building from the society.

We persuade the Head of Cultural and Tourism Departement of Bandar Lampung City to keep sosializing towards the local people to enhance law awarness. The society also have to participate in the early age, and be involved on the maintainance process of cultural heritage by integrating cultural property on the daily life.
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